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Guest Column by NIGEL RILEY  

Promoting racing as an  

intoxicating live experience 
RECENTLY I had three very different experiences relating to horse racing that got me thinking about 

the industry in South Africa and the difficulties that are currently prevailing. There can be no doubt 

that the horse racing industry is experiencing the ‘perfect storm’ consisting of a nationwide economic 

recession together with declining interest and participation in the sport.  

The first of these experiences was watching the Sun Met. 

It was quite apparent that the crowd attendance had 

visibly declined and most of the attendees were there 

not for the horses but more for the party, fashion and the 

desire to be seen.   

 

The second experience was a visit on a Monday to a  

casino on the East Rand in order to have lunch on the 

way back from a consultation in Brakpan. Three things 

were clearly apparent; (a) there was a considerable  

number of people in the casino, despite it being a  

Monday; (b) there was absolutely nobody in the area  

designated for gambling on the Port Elizabeth race  

meeting; (c) there was nobody, (despite them continu-

ously playing the various machines), smiling or looking 

like they were having an enjoyable time, in fact they 

looked extremely bored and disenchanted.  

 

The third experience was a recent visit to Leopardstown  

racecourse in Dublin, which blew me away. The  

racecourse was packed and buzzing. It was attended by 

people of all age groups and social classes. There was a 

bookmaker’s ring of over 25 stands and despite dressing 

smartly, nobody was overdressed nor was there a  

fashion show nor pop group to be found.  

 

It also destroyed the myth that few young people go  

racing. There were plenty on the racecourse albeit rather 

more in bars than by the paddock inspecting the horse 

flesh. It appeared that they were there to drink and punt, 

but what was clearly evident was that they were having a 

great time. They would scream and shout during the  

running of the races, encouraging the horses and jockeys 

that they had bet on. Afterwards they either commiserat-

ed or celebrated together, but then began that age-old 

task of searching out their selections  for the        (to p2) 
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AN ordinary race meeting at Leopardstown, Ireland, earlier this month. (Photo: Kat Riley). 

PROMOTING TRACK EXPERIENCE (fm p1) 

 
following race.  

 

As I stated in the introduction all of these experiences 

got me thinking about the state of South African Horse 

racing and its problems which have been being high-

lighted by the industry’s various role players. Racing 

keeps publicly hanging out its dirty laundry regarding 

its problems, and then we fail to understand why  

ownership is declining and new participants are not 

being attracted to the sport. 

 

It is somewhat akin to being offered a ticket to travel 

in the bowels of the Titanic and being told that the 

captain was inept and corrupt, as a result of which the 

boat will probably sink on its maiden voyage, and you 

will lose all of your goods and money, but you might 

have a bit of a good time before you drown. I do not 

believe that this would result in many people queueing 

up to buy a berth on the boat.   

 

Horse racing is much about history and tradition. It 

causes interaction with like-minded individuals who 

become real new friends who meet regularly at the 

races. This is a much more satisfying experience than 

having to visit Facebook in order to meet new friends 

or reconnect with so called old friends. Racing has 

brought me and many others genuine friendships that 

have lasted due to a love of the sport and a shared 

fascination of the race horse. I believe this aspect of 

racing should be promoted and publicised more often 

by our racecourse in South Africa. 

 

I doubt that many people become race horse owners 

by gambling online or watching racing on TV, thus 

there is a need to attract people to race meetings. 

Some (a small percentage I grant), will discover that 

Horse racing is much about history and  

tradition. It causes interaction with like-minded 

individuals who become real new friends who 

meet regularly at the races.  

watching horses race is an enjoyable spectacle, and 

that it is habit forming and intoxicating, however such 

discovery can only come from attending race meetings 

and having an enjoyable time. In other words, having a 

fun experience at the course. Empty restaurants and 

desolate grand stands do not lend themselves to a 

good atmosphere nor provide a fun and exciting  

experience for any visitors thereto.  

 

We need to understand that a basic principle of  

marketing is that the product should be in order before 

making any offering to the public. As horse racing  

competes for the leisure and entertainment Rand, it 

therefore needs to entertain and not merely take it for 

granted that punters will keep on punting and owners 

will keep on owning.  

 

We at Heversham Park Farm currently have a few  

horses in training, in Ireland. A few days prior to them 

racing we will receive notification from the race course 

thereof together with entrance tickets, parking tickets 

and an invitation for lunch (together with a couple of 

guests). This invitation comes from the race course 

itself and not any owners’ body, or trainer. I have to 

admit that the invitations (despite us never having  

accepted one) are very welcome and make us feel  

important.  

 

I would suggest that our race courses in South Africa 

consider doing the same as a gesture to entertain own-

ers. The Racing Association currently  pays      (to p3) 
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a bonus on some maiden races to its members and to 

the exclusion of other owners. The marketing person in 

me queries whether these amounts might not be better 

used in encouraging race course attendance with the 

knock-on effect of creating new owners and  

participants in the sport. This is something that should 

be debated. 

 

There can be no doubt that partially empty rooms  

devoid of any atmosphere can only cause further  

emptier rooms. A suggestion here: If the Racing Associ-

ation were instead to invite all owners with runners on 

the day and utilize their bonus moneys to provide lunch 

for these owners, and a couple of their guests, I have 

no doubt that attendance at race courses, especially at 

the weekend, would substantially increase.  

 

This would provide atmosphere and deliver an exciting 

and fun experience to the owners and the guests  

attending, thereby causing the ripple effect of retaining 

existing owners together with possibly attracting new 

participants due to them having what the Irish call “a 

good craic”. Nobody in their right mind should spend 

over R100 000 per year on keeping a horse in training 

for the ‘excitement’ presently being offered at our race 

courses, and here I speak as one who is clearly not in 

their right mind. 

 

Presently the only persons that attract new owners are 

trainers and other owners. The race courses can  

probably do more in this regard. The Breeders  

Association and sales companies only advertise to the 

existing participants. It makes no sense that race horse 

breeders, especially in the current situation, make no 

attempts to attract new participants in this sport and 

instead continue to rely upon an ever-decreasing pool 

of existing buyers.  

 

Breeders should be actively pursuing new markets and 

participants for the industry in order to sell their  

products, alternatively assisting trainers in this regard. 

My experience at the casino and the room full of 

‘zombie-like’ punters made me think of the opportunity 

that horse racing has to capture those same punters by 

offering them an enjoyable and fun gambling  

experience which they were clearly not getting at the 

casino.  

 

This brings me to the subject of prize money which  

appears to be the elephant in the room. The economics 

of horse racing all goes back to prize money. The prize 

money is more, the owner gets more, the trainer can 

charge more, pay the staff more, and give them more 

time off.  

 

The latter two items would go a considerable way to 

improving the image of horse racing and the treatment 

of its grooms which was recently the subject of much 

unfavourable press thereby creating a public  

perception of an elitist sport that takes advantage of its 

disadvantaged employees.                             (to page 4) 

Breeders should be actively pursuing new 

markets and participants for the industry in 

order to sell their products, alternatively  

assisting trainers in this regard.  
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In my opinion the distribution of the stakes-pot should 

also be reassessed. It is now common practise for most 

of our best horses to be exported to plunder the vast 

prizes on offer in Dubai and Hong Kong, leaving those 

behind to contest our richest and most prestigious  

races.  

 

This creates the following proposition for debate; 

“if there was a cap of R1 million on any race in this 

country would the fields be inferior to what they 

currently are, and would fewer people attend?” As 

an example; if the July or Met were run for a gross 

stake of R1 million, would the field be any inferior 

and would the crowds’ attendance be smaller? 
 

I would suggest that the answer to both questions would 

be no. Owners want to win the big races primarily for the 

prestige thereof, and the attendees are there primarily 

for the party with the prize money on offer being  

irrelevant to them. I also do not believe that a reduction 

in prize money of the bigger races would cause any  

reduction in the prices achieved for horses at the top 

end of the yearling/horses in training market as the  

export market and associated racing possibilities would 

still be available thereby preserving prices.  

 

We are not in the same position as European race  

courses which compete against each other for the best 

horses from the various countries to run in the biggest 

races. In South Africa there is no competition or  

alternatives to the various Provincial Guineas, July, Met, 

Merchants or any other Graded race and thus those 

horses best suited to each of these races would have no 

alternative avenue of competition or options. The  

savings from these races should be rather utilized to 

increase the prize money available for lower grade races 

especially maidens. This would achieve a wider distribu-

tion of the prize money available providing more benefit 

to more persons, thereby creating a greater “churn”.  

 

This would greatly assist existing and new owners  

affording them the means and encouragement to rein-

vest in horses thereby boosting the average price of 

horses, benefitting the breeders. It would also have 

those benefits to trainers and their staff that I have  

previously described.   

 

So there you have my ramblings. Whether you agree 

with them or not I hope that they have stirred some in-

terest and promote a desire to stop the whingeing and 

complaining about the state of the horse racing industry 

at all levels, and instead to initiate participation of all 

the relevant stake holders from grooms, punters, own-

ers, trainers, breeders etc. to actively seek out solutions 

to remedy racing’s difficulties. Their (and your)  

involvement in finding a solution is most important. We 

should all attempt fix the worrying state of affairs.   

 

- Advocate Nigel Riley is a former professional  

racehorse trainer, currently an owner and breeder, who 

owns Gauteng’s Heversham Park Farm. 

All the clues were in Down 

To Zero’s earlier form 
 

A horse that can beat Surcharge (Yulong Prince) and 

Lobo’s Legend in respective races must be some way 

above average. Horseplayers who looked back in 

lightly-raced Down To Zero’s formline would’ve spot-

ted these outstanding successes and his good win in 

Sunday’s Gr3 Tommy Hotspur Handicap over 1000m 

would’ve come as no surprise. 

 

Not many punters focused on this, however, or per-

haps they argued that the Gr1-winning exported pair 

were no sprinters and that those lines carried limited 

merit for Down To Zero, who started at 20-1. As we 

see time and again, however, the beating of stakes- 

and graded winners over any distance should be not-

ed as showing definite class in the winning runner. 

 

Trainer Mike Azzie commented: “I bought Down To 

Zero at the Mistico Sale in 2016 and while he’s  

always had the mettle to win a race like this, he is a 

heavy horse, thick in the neck. He became coltish, 

hence the patchiness in his form, and I  

recommended to his owners we geld him last Decem-

ber. This has obviously done the trick for him, it was 

his first run following the gelding and he won with a 

bit in hand. We’d like to aim him at the  

Computaform Sprint next.”  

 

Down to Zero, a Judpot bred by Terry Andrew, races 

for Paul Cotterell, Allan and John Carr. 

The Azzie stable’s Will Pays ran a big race in a Pinna-

cle Stakes over 1400m, shouldering 61,5kg in a 

close second to the 2918 Gr1 Summer Cup winner 

Tilbury Fort, who won in the very last stride. “He was 

checked a few times and if not for that he would’ve 

won it,” said Azzie. 

Seven-year-old Will Pays is being prepared for the 

Gr2 Hawaii Stakes over 1400m, a race in which he 

defeated Coral Fever at level weights last year.  - tt. 

DOWN To Zero (green), wins the Tommy Hotspur. 
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HEVERSHAM BY NIGHT IS A NO-COST EVENT. STARTING  TIME IS NOW 5PM. RSVP AND COME! 

Mass brawl erupts Haydock 
 

A woman with a toddler was among those caught up in 

a fight that broke out on Saturday at the UK’s Haydock 

Park racecourse on Saturday. 

 

The mass brawl erupted at the rails bookmakers’ ring 

just before the final race at the prestigious Grand  

National Trial meeting and at one stage 40 or 50 peo-

ple were involved. 

 

The incident happened in front of the Centenary 

Grandstand and spilled over on to the members’ lawn, 

surrounding the woman who was holding her child. 

 

A man working for one of the bookies said: “There 

were about 40 to 50 people involved and it got pretty 

nasty. It’s drunk people, but someone got a right  

pasting in front of us, and there was beer flying  

everywhere. 

 

“It seems to be happening a lot and the security needs 

to be better. There needs to be a police presence.” 

 

Another witness said: “A man bumped into another 

man and then it all kicked off. It escalated from there 

and people came from all directions.” 

 

The fight follows several similar incidents on British 

courses in 2018, including a mass brawl at Good-

wood’s opening fixture in May. 

 

– www.racingpost.com 

http://www.hevershampark.co.za/
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SCOTT Coles is the world’s happiest horseplayer, $US800k in his back sky. 

Rookie Coles bags $US800,000 in Horseplayers contest 

SCOTT Coles (34) has won the 20th NTRA National Horseplayers Championship (NHC), staged in Las 

Vegas. This massive competition for tipsters (or handicappers as they are called in the US) paid out a 

winning prize of a staggering $US800,000 to Coles. He also received an Eclipse Award. 

The 2019 NHC finals awarded cash to the top 67  

finishers (the top 10 percent overall) from a total purse 

of $2,863,000. 

 

Coles had to play fields that weren’t obvious  

attractions. He had to focus on picking winners and 

not get hung up on odds. He had to find a way during 

his first ever try at the NHC to stay one step ahead of 

those who had been there and done that. 

 

“There are so many amazing handicappers here and I 

feel like I had a good strategy, because I knew I wasn’t 

going to be the best handicapper here,” the 34-year-

old Illinois resident said. “There are legends here, peo-

ple who have been doing it forever. I had to come up 

with a different game plan.” 

 

Coles’ plan worked to perfection when it counted most. 

A longshot pick in the next to last mandatory race at 

the 10-person Final Table propelled him to the front of 

a tight leader board en route to earning the title of 

2019 NHC champion with a mythical bankroll of $367. 

 

The upstart Coles toppled an NHC field that had 668 

entries, second largest in NHC history, and 522  

individual players.  This year marked his first time qual-

ifying for the NHC and he became the tournament’s 

youngest ever champion when his total defeated run-

ner-up Jim Meeks by a margin of $10.40 in a Final 

Table showdown that featured four lead changes in 

seven races. 

 

Coles, a full-time futures trader for a firm, said he only 

began playing the races about seven years ago and 

really got serious during American Pharoah’s Triple 

Crown year in 2015. He began focusing on  

tournaments the last two and a half years and got dual 

qualified this summer on back-to-back weekends in a 

pair of HorsePlayers.com online tournaments. 

 

“I started playing the (NHC) tour at the very end of 

2016. Didn’t qualify. Tried last year on and off, didn’t 

get there,” Coles said. “This year I was fortunate to get 

double qualified. Navigating through (the NHC) was 

interesting. There were a lot of nerve wracking mo-

ments. 

 

“I was trying not to watch the odds as much and just 

pick winners and just keep moving up knowing that if 

you get to the Final Table with how close the pack was, 

anybody had a chance. All in all I was just trying to grind 

out winners rather than worrying about finding 20-1 

shots.” - americasbestracing,com. 

@turftalk1 

http://horseplayers.com/
http://www.twitter.com/turftalk1
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Winx continues to captivate the racing world 

WINX Fever: NSW news reader  

Julieann Horseman (above) and  

unknown toddler (below). Bottom Pic 

by Gareth Pepper. 

SHE might have run a race record on her return in Saturday’s 

Apollo Stakes but trainer Chris Waller believes Winx will make a 

quantum leap in fitness for the next assignment of her farewell 

campaign. 

Winx made her 30th consecutive victory look routine as she eased 

away from rivals without having to really drop into top gear for too long. 

It was the perfect start to her autumn and she has two weeks before 

the Chipping Norton Stakes at Randwick on March 2. 

 

“There will be natural improvement with the run. It will bring her on 

really well and tighten her up like you can’t believe,” Waller said on 

Sunday. 

 

Waller was delighted to see Winx had lost none of her dominance and 

still appeared to have something up her sleeve winning at 1400m. 

 

The decision to race on had been a tough one and Waller admitted the 

fear of defeat is ever-present, even after almost four years unbeaten. 

 

“We felt there is a responsibility, for the not just racing people but the 

outside people, who probably jumped on Winx based on this winning 

run.  I don’t think they could comprehend her getting beat to tell the 

truth,” he said.  - Sydney Morning Herald. 

http://www.morrisvee.co.za/
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Not forgetting the feats of Ernst 

RACING at the Abu Dhabi Equestrian Club on Sunday evening 

was completely dominated by owner and breeder Khalid Kha-

lifa Al Nabooda who, remarkably, was responsible for all five 

Purebred Arabian winners, four carrying his colours and 

trained by South African Ernst Oertel. He’s carved out a good 

career in the UAE over the last decade and said:  “I am just 

very lucky, especially to train for this owner who has so many 

nice horses.” It takes some skill and horsemanship too. 

Saved from a frozen lake 

CREWS rescued two horses that escaped a farm and fell 

through the ice in the middle of a frozen lake near  

Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania. Gunther and Wilhelm are two 15-

year-old Clydesdales that live at Quiet Valley Living Historical 

Farm near Stroudsburg. Their owners say they got out  

Saturday morning and wandered onto a frozen lake before 

falling through the ice. Viewer video shows rescue crews using 

chainsaws to cut through that frozen lake in Hamilton Town-

ship near Stroudsburg.  Rescue crews say they had to create a 

trench to walk the horses out of the lake.  

http://www.klawervlei.co.za/
http://www.racingassoction.co.za/
http://www.bettingworld.co.za/
http://www.kuda.co.za/
http://www.tellytrack.com/
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